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Chapter 1: 

 Step 1:

Questions to ask your hair transplant

clinic or hair transplant doctor!

Question 1. 

How many FUE/FUT surgeries have you

already done in person? 

After speaking with many hair transplant

doctors I figured that it takes about 1000 hair

transplant surgeries performed in person to

call oneself an expert! 

You can find the complete list of all the

questions at the end of this chapter for copy

& paste purposes!

 

 

Before you do so, let me explain to you why

are these questions important and what

should be their ideal answers!
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Sometimes doctors with 2000 hair transplant

surgeries can be much better than doctors

with 5000+ surgeries because the might have

had a better mentor from the start.

 

 

Question 2. 

Who will perform graft extraction, incision-

making (channels opening), and implantation

during my hair transplant?

Here´s why the incision or (channel-opening)

step is important:

Incisions will decide the most about if the

result will look natural or not because the

surgeon has to decide how the extracted

grafts will be redistributed over the

bald areas while simultaneously controlling

the depth and angles of the incisions.

 

After 1000 surgeries the doctor should be

skilled enough to become a mentor for

another doctor and teach him how to properly

perform the job!
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 This step not only requires a lot of hours of

experience but also a thorough understanding

of the hairline aesthetics.

These steps belong to the most „artistic“ part

of the whole hair transplant and only a skilled

and well experienced surgeon who has an eye

for natural looking hairline can determine and

perform this step the best way.

That´s why you should 

always aim for the 

doctor to perform

 the incisions! 

Not only FUT but also Follicular Unit Extraction

can leave scars and thus can visually impact

the aesthetics of your donor area and sides. 

Here´s why the graft extraction step is also

important:
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 If it´s being done by unskilled staff, plenty of

grafts can be either damaged/transected by

the extraction or the extraction can be done

in a very non homogenous way leaving the

patient with a patchy-looking appearance on

the donor area afterwards. 

The risk of graft damage, however, is several

times higher by the FUE as by the FUT

because each follicular unit has to be

extracted separately unlike via whole strip by

the FUT (1000´s of follicular units can be

transferred from your donor area, dissected

under stereo microscopes and implanted on

your recipient area with min. transection rate).
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Implantation is marked by many hair transplant

surgeons as the most routine task out of the

whole surgery although some doctors argue

that it takes much longer to teach an assistant

how to properly plant the grafts as opposed

to how to safely extract them.

Nevertheless, many experienced surgeons all

over the world like to leave it up to their

assistants who carefully put the extracted

follicles into the  incisions (channels)

previously made by the surgeon.

Here´s why the graft implantation step is also

important:
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DHI (Choi Implanter pen)

Normal FUE with pre-made incisions

KEEP embedded placing pen

DHI (Direct Hair Implantation)

FUE (pre-made incisions)

Stick & place
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Question 3. 

Does the doctor or his assistants count how

many single, double, triple and multiple grafts

have been extracted in total, or do I get a

report about the final graft and hair count?

Not counting the types of hair grafts means

that the clinic doesn´t really put a big

emphasis on the natural hairline design.

Natural hairline design = single grafts in the

front of the hairline and temples followed by

double and multiple grafts as the hairline

progresses backwards towards the central

region, mid-scalp and crown area.
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The motorized punch is faster than manual

punch and causes less fatigue for the doctor.

Manual punch is better for more demanding

cases, repair cases, extracting from already

over-harvested donor area but also curly afro

hair where the doctor has a better "feel" when

extracting the grafts.

The daily extraction limit with manual punches

is up to 1500-2000 grafts (based on the skill

of the doctor).

Question 4. 

What do you use for the graft extraction by

the FUE?

Motorized punching tools vs manual punching.

Manual punch
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WAW (developed by Dr. Jean Devroye)

SAFE (developed by Dr. Jim Harris)

PCID  (developed by Dr. John Cole)

Good quality motorized  devices:

The ethical daily extraction limit is usually set

for up to 3000 grafts with the motorized

device.

Some clinics abuse it and extract 5000+

grafts with motorized punch which is

unfortunately responsible for the vast majority

of cases with donor over-harvesting in the

industry.
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Transection can be measured normally within

the first 100 test punches. 

Aspects such as depth and hair angles can

be detected to refine the extraction and

keep transection to a minimum. Also

switching from a sharp punch onto a blunt

punch.

1% - 2% is great, 3% - 5% is good, however no

one can guarantee 0% transection.

Question 5. 

How do you determine the transection rate

by the extraction?
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Question 6.

What kind of punch size (in mm) do you use

by extraction of grafts (FUE)? Do you use one

or more sizes?

The smaller the punch size the smaller the

scar. The most of the board-certified

physicians use punch sizes with a diameter of

0.6 - 1 mm. Normally 0.8-0.9 mm though.

Using larger sizes of 1 mm and more increases

the risk of scarring but also less skill is

required to safely extract the graft with a

larger punch diameter. 
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 Question 7. 

What type of magnification tools do

you use during extraction, incision making

and implantation?

Microscopes by FUT, and 6-8x surgical

loupes e.g Zeiss by both - FUE and FUT

based on the process at the time. 

Question 8. 

What is your daily graft extraction limit with

the FUE and FUT?

By the FUT, it´s up to the experience of the

doctor and his team as well as size of his

team. 
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In case your clinic answers you with way

higher numbers compared to these, it should

be a little warning sign for you. 

Such clinics usually don´t understand the

proper donor area management and try to

push the limits of patient´s donor area more.

Make sure you understand at least the

possible consequences of it, before you go

3000 grafts with the FUT is usually no big

deal, however 3500 grafts FUT and higher

require extreme experience and 6-8

additional assistants. 

The daily graft extraction limit by doctors

utilizing manual punch only, it´s about 1500-

2000 grafts.

By motorized punch, the max daily graft

extraction limit should be at around 3000-

3500 grafts to avoid over-harvesting.
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The lower the number of hair transplants a

clinic performs on a daily basis, the more of

their elite staff will likely take part in your

procedure as well. 

The more hair transplants per day a clinic

does, the more probable it is that the

main surgeon only designs your hairline,

performs the incisions at best (if you´re lucky)

while the rest of the surgery will be carried out

by his hopefully qualified but maybe also less

experienced staff.

Question 9. 

How many surgeries do you perform per day?

to such clinic.
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The longer a surgeon works with the same

staff, the better his results will be. 3-5 years is

the ideal minimum. 

No legit surgeon would ever surround himself

with unskilled assistants or change his

assistants every 1-2 years and damage his

own reputation with inconsistency of good

results thanks to his unskilled technicians.

Question 10. 

For how long have your assistants been

working for your clinic and how long has

been their total work experience?

Assistants
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 Question 11. 

Can you please send me some more before

& after pictures of only those patients,

whose hair was very similar to mine?

(color, thickness, baldness level before the

surgery).

You want to know, how the surgeon is used to

designing and recreating hairlines by patients

with similar hair type to yours.

In such a case you can much better know

what to expect of him, how good his dense

pacing abilities are and how natural his

hairlines look at the end.

The worst thing you can do is to assume your

result is going to be phenomenal simply

because you have seen great before and after

testimonials of other patients who might have

had totally different hair type than yours,

higher hair/graft average, better donor area

density or had been more suitable hair

transplant candidates than you overall.
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 Question 12.

Do you/does your clinic specialize in hair

transplants only?

If you want to get your motorcycle fixed, you

don´t go to a car mechanic who occasionally

also does bike repairs. You´d go to a

motorcycle mechanic right away!

Although there are some skilled plastic

surgeons who can also do a good hair

transplant work, these are exceptions. 

You can find them, but they are so rare, it´s

better to not focus on plastic surgeons

performing hair transplants on the side when

you´re starting out with your research.

Clinics specialized in hair transplants only

tend to produce better quality results,

because they have already spent most of their

time doing hair transplants and perfecting their

own technique of doing it as well, getting  
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Question 13.

Are there any hidden costs/expenses?

This is only important by the medical tourism

agencies providing hair transplant packages

for their customers (like for example All

inclusive 2 nights in hotel, hair transplant

surgery, blood tests, PRP therapy, free post

operation lotion, shampoo etc). 

You don´t want to overpay your possible trip

to Turkey and the

whole hair transplant. Always ask what the

tailored package offer does and

doesn´t include.

better at it and teaching their assistants how

to do it right!
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it intact.

 

Many less skilled physicians claim, that they

only use punch sizes of 1mm and more

because it allows them to have more “room”

by the extraction and therefore decreases the

risk of graft damage. 

However, it also means, that they are just

simply not skilled enough to be able to extract

grafts by using smaller punch size while

leaving the graft undamaged.
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 List of all the questions for copy & paste

1. How many FUE/FUT surgeries have you already

done in person?

2. Who will perform graft extraction,

incision-making (channels opening), and implantation during my

hair transplant?

3. Does the doctor or his assistants count how

many single, double, triple and multiple grafts have been

extracted in total,

or do I get a report about the final graft and hair count?

4. What do you use for the graft extraction by

the FUE?

5. How do you determine the transection rate by the

extraction?

6. What kind of punch size (in mm) do you use by extraction of

grafts (FUE)? Do you use one or more sizes?

7. What type of magnification tools do

you use during extraction, incision making and implantation?

8. What is your daily graft extraction limit with the FUE and FUT?

9. How many surgeries do you perform per day?

10. For how long have your assistants been working

for your clinic and how long has been their total work

experience?

11. Can you please send me some more before

& after pictures of only those patients, whose hair was very

similar to mine? (color, thickness, baldness level before the

surgery).

12. Do you/does your clinic specialize in hair

transplants only?

13. Are there any hidden costs/expenses?
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